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Skip to the contents of PageDiscussionEditHistory Battle Bear (Mountain) Abalathia Spinal Bear Mountain is unknown to experience the presence of humanity in their territory, let alone allow someone to mount their backs and order them either and yon. Then what, praying telling, has come up over this particular specimen? Perhaps someone looks into your
inner beast convincing the creatures that subdue survival. We're after the bear this time!? Oh boy, this should be fun! - Enion Hi, there! The end of the year is close to us (just two more weeks!) which means it's almost time for Starlight Celebration! Today we will offer adventurers a spy on the upcoming seasonal event! Every residential area is being
decorated for the occasion! Use these locals with your friends and friends of the Free Company to take some fantastic holiday themed screenshots! But what will Starlight Celebrate without a gift!? (That's the real meaning of the holidays... right?) Once you have completed the search series, you will be rewarded with a special Starlight Bear mountain! Make
sure you sport your Starlight gear matching your new friend! You might think this new bear is similar to a mountain of Warbear achievements of warriors, but in fact, Starlight Bear has some unique features! For example, here we see a cute new friend beary we take to the sky! Furthermore, this mountain has the ability to perform (Violent? do not! Cute!)!
HIYAAAH! And after the Starlight Bears throw it away... The festive effect of grabbing existing places now has been removed! You think we'll bring gifts to a.... Foot? There's no way, we get a few more things to show! Aside from the orchestrion roll suitable for vacations, let's take a look at the decoration! We have four new furniture: two types of holiday-
themed food, Starlight Celebration ads, and Starlight panes for table grace! We hope you will celebrate this season with a great meal accompanied by some music from Orchestrion for one amazing side! See more details on Starlight Celebration! Have everyone's Beary Merry Starlight Celebration! - Sicycre Community Team by Aether on May 15,
2019October 22, 2020 Last Updated on 22 October 2020 by Aether This mountain list was created to archive all FFXIV mountains released so it can be the most complete and accurate list on the internet. Travelling around Eorzea at FFXIV can be a long and difficult process on foot, especially when you have events to attend in a completely different region.
Fortunately Square Enix, developer, has created a lot that can be ridden throughout the game. Traditional mountains such as Chocobo, seen throughout the Final Fantasy series, are taken to a new level, while new mountains such as Drake, Direwolf, and Goobbue have been introduced into the game. Land or fly? Even there Many different mountains can be
found in the Final Fantasy XIV, each of these completely different and different mountains can be categorized into one of two groups: The mountains of land as it is now, the majority of the mountains you will find in this game (and the type of mountain that makes up most of the FFXIV mountain list) is a variety of land, with mountains flying quite rare and
difficult to get your hands on unless you know what you are EDIT: This is no longer the case, because flying mountains are not as rare as they were first when 3.0 hit. Most of the players in the game now are still cruising around the world behind more traditional mountains, but if you have patients, time, and dedication to getting the mountain flying in the game
and getting it through one of the special efforts, you'll be able to enjoy a 200% boost in speed over traditional mountains. If you want to upgrade your PC to play XIV, consider selecting some of the items used by Shroud. Starting with your first mountain As we mentioned above, the first mountain you will find in this game will unlock when you join the Grand
Company after Level 20. Once you reach Level 20 in this game, you will have the opportunity to continue the membership in any large company, most of the main storylines and critical components to move forward in this game. You'll have a few different options to choose from and choose from, but you'll be able to join the Grand Company regardless of the
class or job you currently have. Sometimes you need a little currency than you have in your account (and if that happens, you'll want to go out and farm extra ASAP cash). It depends on the Big Company you signed up for. However, after you have successfully signed up with the Grand Company, you will have the opportunity to get a Grand Company
Chocobo. This ostrich-like creature has always been a big part of the Final Fantasy myth, with many old players and franchise enthusiasts first engaging with this looking a little critters all the way back at the Final Fantasy VII. Even so, the Chocobo you get your hands on isn't exactly going to be the best. But it will make the game dramatically easier for you
the second one you climb the ship - and the game will change (very much for the better) after this initial experience. Because of the incredible speed and benefits of increasing the journey provided by the mountain you want to chase your mountain license from the Grand Company ASAP. report this adVeteran and rarely reward Some and the most amazing
criteria will not be locked in the game unless you have obtained prerequisite prerequisites points along the way. This makes these mountains some of the rare and most sought after mountain XIV available, which is why you'll want to actually try to collect those points as quickly as you can. Some of them are sensitive times and will collect all yourself without
you having to do anything, while others will be game-related so you can have that little state influence behind how much you can grab over time. All things considered, a lot of these veteran reward mountains will definitely make the game more enjoyable. Updated for 5.0 Shadowbringers Full FFXIV mountain list of Natural Adamantoise mountains to the Near-
Thavnair island, adamantoises have long thought impossible to domestically. However, through Ul'dahn's sovereignty efforts, a handful of colossal scales have been successfully trained to receive riders. Guide to Getting: This mountain is rewarded from Manderville Gold Saucer.Purchases for 200,000 MGP (Manderville Gold Saucer Points) from Gold
Saucer Atendan.The Gold Saucer is a games center with mini-games such as Chocobo Racing, Triple Triad, and other activities. that makes you a token (MGP). They can be traded for Gold Saucer-specific rewards. You can buy MGP with Gil but this is only allowed for players with less than 500 MGP. A trip to the Manderville Gold Saucer uses a plane from
any of the three city states. To get here you need to first complete the search 'It Can Happen to You'. Search 'It Can Happen to You' (level 15) is located in Ul'dah – Steps Nald (X:9 Y:9) from NPC Well-Heeled Youth.To gaining access to this effort although you must complete one of the Key Scenario Searches &gt; Gridanian Messenger, Messenger Ul'dahn
or Utusan Lominsan. The Mountain Aerodynamic System was acquired completing the achievements 'In the Blaze of Glory V.You need to win 100 games in the Field of Glory with one of the Grand Companies.Fields of Glory not locked in for players who have unlocked the Front Line. Otherwise then you can unlock Glory Field by completing one of these 50
level quests: 'Like Civilized Men and Women' - Maelstrom (Trachraet at the Lominsa Upper Decks Limsa) (x12,y12).' Like Civilised Men and Women – Twin Floaters (Scarlet in New Gridania) (x9,y11).' Like Civilised Men and Women' – Immoral Fire (Mimio Mio in Ul'dah, Step Nald) (x8,y9). Ahriman You will receive this mountain if you have paid an active
subscription 90 Days (this mountain is Rank 3 Rewards). The mountain is also known as Voidal Resonator.As The Patch 3.1 mountain can now fly. Air Force Guaranteed a drop from Sigmascape V4.0 or O8S. Aithon A drop from Ifrit in the Embers Bowl - Extreme.This is a 50-level trial and requires a party of 8 players. To unlock this experiment, you must be
on 'Ifrit Ain't Ain't Ain't Quest, finish 'Earthquake Me Before You O'Ghomoro' and defeat Titan in Navel - Extreme. Alte Roite's guide to getting: The mountain was acquired by winning then using 'Alte Roite Prism', falling from Deltascape V4.0 - Savage. Amaro Is obtained by completing the achievement: 'Life of Adventure IV'. Achievements are completed by
earning lvl 80 in all DoW &amp; DoM. Amber Draught Chocobo Mountain is obtained by trading 8 Golden Chocobo Feathers for NPC Calamity Salvager.You can get Gold Chocobo Fur through the Recruit Friends campaign. Recruit 1 friend and you will receive 5 Golden Chocobo Feathers, so you can recruit 2 friends to be able to this mountain. If your friend
subscribes for 150 days, you will receive 5 Gold Chocobo Feathers.This is a 2 seat mountain, you can bring another player in the back. As far as Patch 3.1 this mountain can now fly. Aquamarine Carbuncle Gunung was purchased through FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Station (requires an account to access). From Mog Station, the mountain is for use in
multiple characters (Broad-Account). Mountain purchases will be used on all characters on the same service account. Archon Throne Gunung is rewarded from Manderville Gold Saucer.Purchase for 750,000 MGP (Manderville Gold Saucer Points) from Gold Saucer Atendan.The Gold Saucer is a game center with mini-games such as Chocobo Racing,
Triple Triad, and other activities. that makes you a token (MGP). They can be traded for gold saucer special rewards. Arrhidaeus A 100% of the mountain falls from Alexander, soul creator - Savage (A12S, third chest). Astrope Freed with Revenge Slap Horde 3.3.This is a two-seat mountain. To get this mountain, you need to complete the 'I Hope Mentor Will
Notice Me VI' Achievement. You will get this achievement when you complete 2,000 tasks through Roulette Task: Mentor. Auspicious Kamuy Likely fell out of The Jade Stoa (Extreme). You can also trade 99 Totem Byakko in Eschina to get this mountain as well. This Mountain Fight is for Hero Class, you have to become a Hero and unlock achievements.
Hero achievements in stormblood development 'Tank You, Warrior III' require you to complete 300 dungeons (61+), extreme trials (61+), duty roulette dungeons or leveling tasks (50-60). This Mountain Lion Battle is for the Paladin Class, you have to become a Paladin and unlock achievements. Paladins' achievements in the development of Stormblood 'Tank
You, Paladin III' require you to complete 300 dungeons (61+), extreme trials (61+), dungeon roulette tasks or leveling tasks (50-60). This Mountain Panther battle is for Dark Knight Class, you have to become a Dark Knight and unlock achievements. Dark Achievements in stormblood development 'Tank You, Dark Knight III' requires you to complete 300
dungeons (61+), extreme trials (61+), dungeon roulette tasks or leveling leveling (50-60). Tiger Battle This mountain is acquired by completing the achievement of 'Tank you Gunbreaker III'You must complete 300 dungeons or Extreme Trials (lvl 61+), or 50, 60, 70, and leveling the rolet as Gunbreaker. Behemoth Horn You will receive this mountain if you
have paid for an active subscription 270 Days (this mountain is a Ranking Reward 5). Bennu Bird was born again after drinking away from the aether flowing from the immoral Phoenix, which appeared in Carteneau's skies during the Calamity. Named after the legendary bird, Bennu means 'shining object, rising in excellence.' The mountain is purchased via
FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Station (requires an account to access). From Mog Station, this mountain is for use on multiple characters (Account-Wide). Mountain purchases will be applied to all characters on the same service account. This Black Chocobo will be a flying mountain for heavenly expansion pack (3.0) for Final Fantasy XIV A Realm Reborn.This
mountain is obtained by completing the Quest Main Scenario 'Divine Intervention'. Black pegasus Though remarkable, the stories of black pegs as ink are available among countless tribes. One equation, however, can be observed in almost all renditions - that the unjustified people who are stinged will have the essence of their lives sacking the moment they
climb behind it. The mountain is a rare chance of a drop from Gold-cut Sacks.Gold-cut Sacks found on the floor of the 151-200 Palace of the Dead, This is a dungeon located in The Black Shroud.If you get this mountain from the golden Sacks cut it will be named as 'Night Pegasus Whistle'. Use the whistle to claim the mountain and get the Black Pegasus.
Blissful Kamuy Believes or not, these monstrous canines do not always glow, only to achieve the blessings of his heaven when receiving Lakshmi's blessings after being offered to the Lady of Bliss by his loyal ananta dreams. Drop chances from Emanation - Extreme (Lakshmi Ex). Palanquin Bombs Obtained from the Tribe Quests Beast Cobold. Must reach
the Trust – Ranking 4 reputation with Kobolds.Kobold daily search can be unlocked after completion of the search for level 40 'Highway Robbery'. As far as Patch 3.1 this mountain can now fly. Boreas A drop from Shiva at Amphitheatre Akh Afah - Extreme.This is a level 50 attempt and requires an 8-player festival. To unlock this experiment, you must
complete the effort 'Let Us Cling Together,' and have cleared the Striking Tree (Extreme). Calvary Drake Obtained from Amalj'aa Beast Tribe Quests. Must reach the Trust – Position 4 reputation with Amalj'aa. Amalj'aa's daily efforts can be unlocked after the completion of the 43rd level search of 'Peace for Thanalan'. Cavalry Obtained from Sahagin Beast
Tribe Quests. Must reach Trust – Position 4 reputation with Sahagins.Sahagin daily search can be unlocked after finishing level 44 'They Come in-depth search. Centurio Tiger To get this mountain, you need to complete 'You Got Game' Achievement.To you need to kill 3000 A Ranks and 2000 S Ranks. The Chocobo Council Wearing barding istiadat, a
snow white chocolate born in Ishgard was bred for use in the Eternal Bond Ceremony. After proceedings have ended, put this snow-white colossque with your partner and ride into the sunset. This mountain is derived from the Gold Plan and The Permanent Bond Platinum Plan for Permanent Bond Istiadat.You and your spouse must have the same promise
wrist to carry out the Binding Bond business. To get this mountain both married players must purchase the same plan (both gold or both platinum). Both players will then receive this two-seat mountain. As far as Patch 3.1 this mountain can now fly. Chocobo Bardings To complete bardings go to Action &amp; Nature, The Main Direction then Friend. The
Shield section is found at the bottom. To complete the new bardings go to 'Characters' then click the small chocobo icon in the middle of the top of the screen (this takes you to Friends). At the bottom of this screen, you'll see a section called 'Gear'. Swap each part of the 3 shield slots by selecting what you want to wear from the drop. You should see all your
bardings available for your chocobo mountain. Behemoth BardingTo get Barding Behemoth you must buy a copy of FINAL FANTASY XIV: Realm Reborn Collector Edition. It is classed as a Bonus 4 Items In The Game.Gridanian Half BardingPurchased in Adders's Nest of Serpent Quartermaster for 4,000 Serpent Seals.Gridanian BardingPurchased at
Adders's Nest from Serpent Quartermaster to 6,000 Serpent Seals.Gridanian Crested BardingPurchased at Adders's Nest of the 8,000th Annual Tribe Seal Serpent.Lominsan Half BardingPurchased at Maelstrom Command of Storm Quartermaster for 4,000 Storm Seal.Lomins BardingPurchased at Maelstrom Command of Storm Quartermaster for 6,000
Storm Seals.Lominsan Crested BardingPurchased at Maelstrom Command of Storm Quartermaster to 8,000 Storm Seals.Sleipnir BardingTraded with NPC Aelina in The Revenant Toll for 5 items Mantle Odin is descending from fighting Odin in his Old Primal Fate.Ul'dahn Half BardingPurchased in Fire Council of flame quartermaster to 4,000
Flameals.Ul'dahn BardingPurchased at Fire Council of Flame Quartermaster for 6,000 Fire Seals.Ul'dahn Crested BardingPurchased at the Fire Council of flame quartermaster for 8,000 Fire Seals.Black Mage BardingYou will receive this if baring has been paid for an active subscription of 180 Days (this mountain is a Rank 4 Reward). White Mage
BardingThe White Mage barding is for lvling your chocobo so lvl10 and put into one of the three trees (Healer). Paladin BardingThe BardingThe Barding is to lvling your chocobo up to lvl10 and put all eyes into one of the three trees (Defenders). Dragoon BardingThe Dragoon barding is to lvling your chocobo up to lvl10 and put all eyes into one of the three
trees (Attack). Barding of LightYou will receive this barding if you have paid for a 360 Day active subscription (this mountain is a 6-Position Reward). Tidal BardingArmorers craft recipe. The necessary materials are x2 Ais Cluster, x1 Earth Cluster, x1 Gold Ingot, x1 Darksteel Plate, x1 Hippogryph Leather, x1 Leviathan's Barb.Gambler BardingPurchase from
Atendan Saucer Gold &lt;Prize claim=&gt; to 20,000 MGP (Manderville Gold Saucer Points). Ais BardingRequires Skin stage 50 (4 Stars). The necessary materials are X2 Wind Cluster, x2 Earth Cluster, Tear Diamond, Allagan Leather, Cashmere Fabric &amp; Platinum Nugget.Levin BardingRequires Skin Stage 50 (3 Stars). The necessary materials are x2
Earth Cluster, Wind Cluster, Saurian Skin, Rose Gold Reflection, x4 Twinthread &amp; Levin Orb. Levin Orb fell out of The Striking Tree (Hard), it was a level 50 trial &amp; required 8 players. HarnessThis eggs are a reward for completing hard boiled efforts during hatching-tide events (2014). This barding is a piece of head only. Eerie BardingA ornate
chocobo costumes for All Saints's Wake (2014) Halloween. Exchange x10 Demonic Cookies (obtained from Main Street Spectral Parade FATE, Ul'dah) and trade them to NPC Shady Smock in Ul'dah – Steps Nald.Paramour BardingThis is a reward for completing the search Now That We Have Found Love during Valentione Day (2015) plumed
bardingcomplete achievement event, Breaking Bo. You need to train other players chocobo friend in Chocobo Raise 30 times. BardingComplete's sovereign achievements Leave a Good Impression IV. You need to get 300 player compliments. This barding is a piece of head only. Starlight BardingObtained during Starlight Celebration (2013). Exchange x1
Eternal Ais (obtained from FATE Stay Frosty at Zephyr Drift but only during the event) and trades with Starlight NPC Suppliers on Lominsa Upper Decks Limousine, The Aftcastle.Orthodox Bardingvel 56 WVR. The necessary materials are X4 Wind Crystal, X5 Express Crystal, x1 Electrum Ingot, x2 Larimar, x1 Dhalmel Leather, x4 Ramie Cloth.Noble
BardingWas awarded to the winner of the Hairstyle Match (27 July-21 August 2015) x2 Grand Prize and x10 Vice Johan won Barding.Ishgardian Half BardingObtained from FATE Vedrfolnir Devoteth (stage 56) spawned in The Churning Mists (x11,y36). Ishgardian BardingTrade in 350 Centurio Seals to NPC Ardolain in Foundation (x13,y11). Centurio's seal
is instead of doing Clan Hunt, The Hunt and killing Marks.Hive BardingLevel 60★ ARM. You need to collect an item called Ravana's Forewing that fell out of Ravana &lt;/Prize&gt; &lt;/Prize&gt; Storymode). The necessary materials are x2 Cluster Ais, x1 Earth Cluster, X1 Ravana's Forewing, x1 Aurum Regis Nugget, x4 Adamantite Nugget, x2 Dhalmel
Leather. (requires ARM Master Book 3). Highland Bardinglevel 40 LTW snth. The necessary materials are x4 Wind Shard, x5 Earth Shard, x2 Unsclothed Fleece Fabric, x3 Woolen Yarn, x1 Elm Lumber, x2 Blue Fox Hide.Expanse BardingLevel 60★ ARM synth. You need to collect an item called Bismarck's Baleen that fell from Bismarck (primal /Bismark



Storymode). The necessary materials are x2 Cluster Ais, x1 Earth Cluster, x1 Bismarck's Baleen, x1 Aurum Regis Nugget, x4 Titanium Ingot, x2 Holy Ramie Fabric. (requires ARM Master Book 3). The Barding Titisan Table Round of Ballad Minstrel: Thordan's Reign, it is a 60th stage trial &amp; requires 8 players. Sarkas Ahriman Obtained through seasonal
events: All Saint's Wake 2019 Citrine Carbuncle Gunung was purchased through FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Station (requires an account to access). From Mog Station this mountain is for use in multiple characters (Broad-Account). Mountain purchases will be used on all characters on the same service account. Cloud Mallow Freed with Revenge Slap
Horde 3.3.Purchased from Mogmul Mogbelly in The Churning Mists, Dravania (x16,y29). The mountain will be charged 200,000 gil. You can only buy this mountain if you have achieved the reputation of Swearing with Moogle Daily Quests.To unlock this search, you need to complete the 50 levels of Quest Tricks and Stones. Start this effort by talking to
Seething Stonemason in The Churning Mists (x27,y35). Coeurl's guide to getting: To ride Coeurl make sure you've reached level 20 and also bought a private chocobo mountain. To get Coeurl you must purchase a copy of FINAL FANTASY XIV: Realm Reborn Collector Edition. This mountain binds your account, can not trade. Commander of Magitek Armor
Company Chocobo Born and bred in Ishgard state, the majority of chocobo companies are geldings of various rouncey; However, massive destriers and miniature Split'dian jennet were also raised to accommodate the racing construction of Roegadyn and Lalafellin. Rent chocobo: You can rent a chocobo for 10 minutes, you will find this in the chocobo cage
available from the vendor for about 800 gil. Personal Chocobo: There is a search series that will allow you to join one of the three Major Companies 'The Maelstrom of Limsa Lominsa', 'The Order of the Twin Adder of Gridania' or 'The Immortal Flames of Ul'dah'. You will be able to select a large company once you have completed the main story search,
reaching about the level of 20-25.You must select the company and achieve with them the Rank of Private Third Class, Commander of the company of choice will give you a search so you can start getting seals for chocobo certificates. You buy Lesen Chocobo for about Company seal from Quartermaster.Now you can have a fixed version of Chocobo, just
take your Chocobo Withdrawal pass and talk to a stable vendor to receive your mountain. Chocobo Barding: Private Chocobo Mountain is allowed to be equipped with shield-themed barding for decoration and combat purposes. Pet Battle Chocobo: Using your Chocobo in battle will get it experiencing its eyes, using it in all your battles to improve their skills
and abilities. When your character reaches the 30th stage of Chocobo mountain you can be used to help you in battle, just go to South Shroud and head to Kem Tranquil to take the 'My Feisty Little Chocobo' effort. Once you have completed the search, you can call your Chocobo to fight with you at any time, you need the 'Gysahl Green' item to be safe. A
vendor selling 'Gysahl Green' was found in New Girdania, close to the large Aetheryte (north of the crystal). Dark Lanner Eaten by malice, these birds roost in nidhogg lair, and often bathe themselves in aetheric tempests surrounding Aery. The sight of their luminous wings outside Mists Churning can set ordinary people into panic, as they are considered the
port of Horde of death. This mountain is a rare drop from Ballad Minstrel: Nidhogg's Rage Trial.Boss - Nidhogg/Type – Trial/iLevel – 220/Stage 60/8 player. To unlock this experiment, you'll need to do a 'Nidhogg's Rage' search. To get the search talking to Alys - Mor Dhona (x21.7,y8.6). Obtained by completing the achievement: We are on Your Side I. Agile
Demonic Lanner Of the ancient meracydia believed that their great god Zurvan would send lanner before the battle to inform his enemies of their imp impeessed defeat. Drop odds from the chest in Containment Bay Z1T9 - Extreme.Boss - Zurvan / Type - Trial / iLevel - 235 / Stage 60 / 8 players. Direwolf Purchased from Ixali Traders in Peacegarden, North
Shroud (x24,y22). The mountain will be charged 120,000 gil. You can only buy this mountain if you have achieved sworn reputation with Ixal Daily Quests.To unlock this search, you need to talk to Scarlet at Adders's Nest, New Gridania. This started the 'A Bad Bladder' business. Buy this mountain for 10 Gelmorran Potsherd from E-Una-Kotor in South
Shroud, Quarrymill (X:25, Y:20.6). You can get Gelmorran Potsherd from the Dead Dungeon Palace. Enter the dungeon by talking to Wood Wailer's expedition at South Shroud, Quarrymill (X:25.2 Y:20.6). Level 50 dungeon will reward players with Gelmorran Potsherd to trade with E-Una-Kotor.Bronze Coffers (found random on the floor with enemies) will
have the opportunity to contain Gelmorran Potsherds.The entry requirement finishes the search for 'The House That Death Built'. You must also purchase FINAL FANTASY XIV: Heaven to reach 50. Dodo Received from Platinum haloed Sacks, which fell in Heaven-on-High. Draught Chocobo To get Chocobo Draught you must invite friends to join the game,
which a friend must then subscribe to a 90-day play finale FANTASY XIV: A Realm Reborn.To receives a friend's reward recruit quickly you must buy a subscription day using the game time card. Goods will then be delivered via moogle delivery service. Note that 90 days subscrim excluding the first 30 days because that is given free to new players, they
must buy 90 days on top of that. This is a 2-seat mountain, you can bring other players behind. This mountain binds your account, cannot trade. As far as Patch 3.1 this mountain can now fly. Mount Eggshilaration System to be released in hatching-tide events - April 4 – April 17th 2017.During this seasonal event speaks with Jihli Aliapoh at old Gridania
(X:10.2 Y:9.4). Lift 'When Eggs Fly' to start events and get event items such as 'Eggshilaration System mount' and 'Eggshilaration Interior Wall'. Eldthurs Drops at The Forbidden Land, in Eureka Pyros, via Gold Coffers. Enbarr A drop from Leviathan in Lord Whorl - Extreme.This is a level trial of 50 and requires a party of 8 players. To unlock this experiment,
you must complete the search for 'Whorl of a Time', complete 'Through Maelstrom' and perform an Embers- Extreme Bowl trial. Eurekan Petrel Drops at The Forbidden Land, in Eureka Pyros, via Gold Coffers. Euphonious Kamuy's Chance to get off the Hells' Kier Trial (Extreme). Fae Gwiber This mountain is a drop from Titania's extreme attempt - Dancing
Plague. Fabled Kamuy Once you have all the other Kamuy mountains, the efforts of A Lone Wolf No More will be available to you. This works similarly to how Kirin obtained. The Mountain Falcon is derived from 'Fly the Falcon Mount Campaign' - 1 July to 30 September 2017.Added as part of stormblood release celebrations! To receive this mountain, you
need to purchase a registered copy of the Final Fantasy XIV: Stormblood and subscribe for at least 90 days of playing time. Fat Chocobo Derived from Collector Edition Bonus for PlayStation 4 - released April 14, 2014.Players with other Collector Editions will automatically get this mountain. Fat Black Chocobo This mountain is acquired through a campaign
that erupted in Japan. It involves purchasing chickens and redeeming tokens. Fat Moogle This mountain is purchased via FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Station (requires an account to access). From Mog Station this mountain is to be used on one character. This is a two-seat mountain. This Mountain Fat Cat is purchased via FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Station
(requires an account to access). From Mountain Mog Station is to be used on one character. Fenrir Following the rise of Ishgard, hoarhounds all but disappeared from Highlands. However, the climate shift caused by Calamity has seen legendary animals descend from their mountain density again. Guide to Getting: This mountain is rewarded from
Manderville Gold Saucer.Purchases for 1,000,000 MGP (Manderville Gold Saucer Points) from Gold Saucer Atendan.The Gold Saucer is a games center with mini-games such as Chocobo Racing, Triple Triad, and other activities. that makes you a token (MGP). They can be traded for Gold Saucer-specific rewards. You can buy MGP with Gil but this is only
allowed for players with less than 500 MGP. A trip to the Manderville Gold Saucer uses a plane from any of the three city states. To get here you need to first complete the search 'It Can Happen to You'. Search 'It Can Happen to You' (level 15) is located in Ul'dah – Steps Nald (X:9 Y:9) from NPC Well-Heeled Youth.To gaining access to this effort although
you must complete one of the Key Scenario Searches &gt; Gridanian Messenger, Messenger Ul'dahn or Utusan Lominsan. Firebird The Far East is home to many legends about firebirds who sacrifice their lives to save the world, only to rise from the ashes of destruction to rule the sky again. Firebird is one of those legends... mountain. To unlock the Firebird
mountain you need to get all 7 lanner mountains: White LannerWarring LannerSophic LannerRound LannerRose LannerDemonic LannerNer Once you have all these 7 lanner mountains, you will be rewarded with this Firebird mountain when you complete the search 'Fiery Wings, Fiery Hearts'. Flame Warsteed To get this mountain, you need to complete the
'A Line in the Sand IV' Achievement.This mountain is obtained via PVP Frontline. Must win 100 battles with the Immoral Fire. A Flying Chair suit for flying seats to bear you in high style. Featuring elegant lines and designed to minimize waste, this lovingly created seat is bound to fly into the hearts of travellers around the world. No rallies are required. This
mountain can be made by Alchemist Level 70 with Master Alchemist V.What you need for craft: 8 x Cloudsbreath &amp; 1 x Riviera Armchair. The Flying Cumulus Mountain is obtained through the promotion of amazon.com (25 April - 08 May 2017). To get this stuff through Amazon you had to make a $19.99 or more purchase on a video game that you
would then receive a promotional code. Amazon &amp; FINAL FANTASY XIV teamed up to offer North American players in-game items including Flying Cumulus Mountain, East Travel Battle Staff, Clothing East &amp; 50 Amazon promotional codes can no longer be redeemed after December 31, 2017. Forgiven Reticence Trade 3,200 Sacks of Nuts from
joining The Hunt, to one of the following NPCs. Xylle at Crystarium (9.4, 9.5)Ilfroy in Eulmore (11.0, 10.8) Gilded Magitek This Armor is from Player Honours Rewards.Requiring 500 praise to receive this Gilded Armor.As 3.1 mountain patch can now fly. The Mountain Lion is derived from the 'Frontline Fury' achievement. You have to win 10 Frontline (PvP)
campaigns. You must do this campaign while you have a equipped Garo title. Gloria-class Airship To get this mountain, you need to complete the 'You Are What You Eat IV' Achievement. The mountain is obtained through the PVP arena. Must win 200 games with The Feast.To unlock The Feast you must complete the level of 60 quests for 'Seats in
Kenduri'. Talk to Alys in Mor Dhona (X:22.y9). Must also complete the search for 'A Pup No Again' for any of the 3 Large Companies. This Mountain Gobwalker is a drop from Alexander, The Father's Burden - Savage. (A4S first floor Alexander: Gordias – Savage). Goobbue To get Goobbue you have to find and talk to Minstrel Wandering, this npc is in
eastern La Noscea.This mountain is available for a limited time only – you can only get one before the release of final Fantasy XIV: A Realm Reborn. The Goten Mountain is derived from the achievements of 'Fatal Feast'. You have to win 30 games in 'The Feast' (PvP). You must do this match while you have a equipped Garo title. Mount Grani that will be
available to everyone who buys a collector edition (CE) shadowbringers.You can usually upgrade your account digitally to any CE, which means you should always be able to get this mountain if you wish. Great Vessel of Ronka Obtained with trading 18 Qitari Praise Griffin Flying mountains for Heaven expansion pack (3.0) for Final Fantasy XIV A Realm
Reborn.To Gets a flying mount Griffin you need to buy one of the Limited Editions (while last share) FINAL FANTASY XIV: Heavensward Collector's Edition PS Gullfaxi A drop from the Titans in Navel - Extreme.This is a level 50 attempt and requires a party of 8 players. To unlock this experiment, you must be in the 'My Quake Before You O'Ghomoro', finish
'Galeforce Warning' and beat Garuda in Eyes Howling - Extreme. Hallowed Kamuy Chance to get off the Snake Wreath (Extreme). Mount Hybodus Shark was acquired by completing an achievement linked to scoring at least 10,000 points during a single ocean fishing cruise. The Indigo Whale Mountain is purchased via FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Station
(requires an account to access). From the mountain Mog Station is for use on multiple characters (Account-Wide). Mountain purchases will be applied to all characters on the same service account. This Mountain's innocent gwiber is a coup from the Extreme Trial: Innocent - Crown Immaculate The Mountain Mover was bought with 12 x Formidable
Cogs.Formidable Cogs dropped from a particular FATE chain, located in Kholusia. Ixion Mountain acquired trade in 12 tokens of Ixion Horn to Eschina NPC, Rhalgrs Wacht (x13.8,y11.7). Ixion Horns is derived from Ixion's fate. You can get X2 Ixion Horn from completing Gold and x1 Ixion Horn from completing Silver. Juedi With all 4 Empyrean accessories
obtained from Heaven-on-High, talking to the Cast-off Confederate to get this mountain. Kirin Gunung was acquired by completing the 'Legendary for legendary' effort. To get the search you must have mountains of Aithon, Boreas, Enbarr, Gullfaxi, Markab, and Xanthos. Once you have acquired all these mountains, you can get a search from the NPC
Wandering Minstrel in Mor Dhona (X:21 Y:8). As far as Patch 3.1 this mountain can now fly. Kongamato To release Patch 3.2 - Gear Change.This mountain is purchased from Vath Stickpeddler for 200,000 Gil.You must reach Sworn - Ranking 7 reputations with the Vath Beast Tribe. Korpokkur Kolossus Finds an ideal home, this corpoxur travels long malm
before finally coming to a stop on the Gold Saucer. The track across the scorching Sagolii has reduced it to the withering husk, but when next it drinks, it suffers from what can only be described as an epic recovery. Guide to Getting: This mountain is rewarded from Manderville Gold Saucer.Purchases for 750,000 MGP (Manderville Gold Saucer Points) from
The Golden Saucer Attendant. Gold Saucer is a play centre with mini-games such as Chocobo Racing, Triple Triad, and other activities. that makes you a token (MGP). They can be traded for Gold Saucer-specific rewards. You can buy MGP with Gil but this is only allowed for players with less than 500 MGP. A trip to the Manderville Gold Saucer uses a
plane from any of the three city states. To get here you need to first complete the search 'It Can Happen to You'. Laurel Goobbue Needs the reputation of the Beastmen tribes. Beastmen Vendors for around 120,000 Gil.This mountain is acquired by securing a Trusted reputation (Rank 4) with Sylph.The Laurel Goobbue Horn can be purchased from Sylphic
Vendor for 120,000 Gil. This Mountain Chocobo Legacy is available for a limited time only – You can only get one before the final release of Fantasy XIV: A Realm Reborn. The legendary Kamuy Perpetually enveloped in divine light, said to have been born when Ala Mhigan's war hovered to bathe in the Shinryu light at the moment of primal birth. Guide to
Getting: This mountain is a rare drop from the Minstrel Ballad: Shinryu Domain or Shinryu (Extreme). The Mountain Logistics System was obtained to complement the achievement of 'Behind Enemy Lines'. You need to get 200 Frontline wins with the same Grand Company. Getting 200 wins achievements and reward you with the Logistics System
Recognition Key.Mount is also known as ADS. As far as Patch 3.1 this mountain can now fly. Lone Hellhound Mountain is obtained through The Feast Rewards (Season 3) PVP. Must reach the top 100 Solo data centers. When PVP (Season 3) finishes the top 100 players from each data center will receive this mountain as a reward. The Mountain Lone
Faehound is acquired via PVP Kenduri Rewards (Season 4). Must reach the top 100 Solo rankings in your data center. When PVP (Season 4) ends the top 100 players from each data center will receive this mountain as a reward. Lunar Kamuy Chance to get off the Minstrel Ballad: The Tsukuyomi Pain Trial. Magicked Carpet Purchased from Mog Station.
The Magitek Mountain Armor is available for 50+ level players after completing the search for the main story. The story takes time to solve, to name some of you have to go through hard work, dungeons, and primal battles. To get this mountain, you must complete the game by completing the story, and you will receive an item 'Armor Identification Key'. As
far as Patch 3.1 this mountain can now fly. The Magitek Avenger Mountain was acquired by winning 100 Rival Wings - Victory. Magitek Avenger A-1 Obtained by completing the Out of Hyding achievement. This finished by finishing 100 Hidden Gorge campaigns. Magitek Conveyor Rewarded on Season 7 delivery of Sagging, for the top 100 players per data
center. Magitek Death Claw Trade 6 x Certificate of Achievement to Jonathas, located in New Gridania. The Mountain Magitek Predaterade was dropped from Zenos last boss Yae Galvus at dungeon Ala Mhigo. Magitek Sky Armor Is Obtained from Storm Sergeants for 20,000 Wolf Marks through PvP activities. Magna Roader is obtained at the end of
Season 11 for the top 100 players per data center. Manacutter Flying mountains for Heaven's expansion pack (3.0) for Final Fantasy XIV A Realm Reborn.This mountain is derived from performing the 'Into Aery' Main Scenario Search. To unlock the search you need to complete the level of dungeon Aery 55-56.When you submit and complete the 'Into Aery'
effort you will be awarded the mountain. Managarm Mountain is acquired by trading 8 Golden Chocobo Feathers for NPC Calamity Salvager.You can get Golden Chocobo Feathers through the Friends Recruit campaign. Recruit 1 friend and you will receive 5 Golden Chocobo Feathers, so you can recruit 2 friends to afford this mountain. If your friend
subscribes for 150 days, you will receive 5 Golden Chocobo Feathers. This Mountain Marid is from Madhura &amp;; cost 18 Ananta Dreamstaff.Requiring the rank of Sworm or Bloodsworn with Anantas. Markab You acquired this mountain after beating Ramuh in the Interesting Tree - Extreme.This is a level 50 attempt and requires a party of 8 players.
Midgardsormr Gets this mountain by completing the level of 59 major scenario quests' Fetters of Lament'. This effort is from Nod guidance, Azys Lla (x18, y31). Mikoshi Trade 20 Namazu Koban to Gyosho. O Chance to get off Alphascape V4.0 (Savage). Mystic Panda Mountain was purchased through FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Mog Station account to
access). From Mog Station this is the 'Account-Wide' mountain. At the cost of emissions around 13.80 GBP/16.80 EUR/$24. The namezu of the Mountain is from the Namazu animal tribe Stormblood.To to get this mountain level 60 Gatherer or Handicraft required. Nezha Chariot Purchased via Mog Station. A rare mountain drop nightmare from Garuda
Extreme, and is known to fall from Titan Extreme and Ifrit Extreme. It is suggested that this mountain can fall from all Ex Primals. The original Fat Chocobo Was obtained from a 7-Eleven promotional event. This is currently only available in Japan. In talks to bring to America and Europe.North America &gt; through amazon Promotion Events (15/06/2016 –
04/07/2016). Purchasing $19.99 or more from the videogames department at Amazon.com level, this rewards you with 6 exclusive items in the game. Only apply when sent &amp;&amp; sold Amazon.com (valid item code until December 31, 2016). For more information click HERE. Europe &gt; obtained through GamesMaster Magazine Promotion Event.
Purchase of all 3 listed magazines: August 2016 Issue 306 (Thursday Launch, 14 July 2016)September 2016 Issue 307 (Launch of Thursday, 11 August 2016)October 2016 Issue 308 (Launch thursday, September 8, 2016) You will earn in-game rewards for each magazine, Buy all 3 to Mount Chocobo Fat Original (all legal item codes until December 31,
2016) This Mountain Hellhound pack is obtained through The Feast Rewards (Season 3) PVP. Must reach the top 30 party rankings in the data center. When PVP (Season 3) finishes the top 30 players from each data center will receive this mountain as a reward. The Faehound Mountain Pack is obtained through the PVP Rewards Sagging (Season 4).
Must reach the top 30 party rankings in the data center. When PVP (Season 4) finishes the top 30 players from each data center will receive this mountain as a reward. The mountain Chocobo contention was obtained by completing the achievement of Leaving a Better Impression II. You have to get 3,000 player praise. Talk to Jonathas in Old Gridania to
receive your reward. This Mountain Pegasus is released in patches 3.1.You can buy this mountain from a Damaging Collector in the Pillar (x14,y10). It costs 99 Brass Sky Pirate Spoil.You can get brass Sky Pirate Spoil by trading in gear from The Diadem (Exploration Mission). Portly Porxie Unlocked via Pixie Beast Tribe Quests.Trade 18 Fancies to Pixie
Vendor, located at Il Mheg (12.4, 32.9) Prototype Conveyor Reward for the 100 best solo ranking players at The Feast, each data center. The Mountain Raigo is derived from the achievements of the 'Furious Fatalities'. You have to win a combined 60 battles in the Frontline and The Feast (PvP) campaigns. You must do this match when you have Garo
equipped. Rathalos' chances of falling out of The Great Hunt Extreme. Can also be purchased by trading 50 Rathalos Rathalos to Smithy in Kugane. The Red Baron Mountain is purchased via FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Station (requires an account to access). From Mog Station this mountain is to be used on one character. Red Hare This mountain is
purchased via FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Station (requires an account to access). From the mountain Mog Station is for use on multiple characters (Account-Wide). Mountain purchases will be applied to all characters on the same service account. Regalia Type-G Available during the FFXV collaboration event. Ramuh Drops of Verse Eden 4 (Savage)Eden's
Verse is an 8-man raid, released in Patch 5.2. Reveal Kamuy's Guide to Getting: Beat Susano Ex - The Pool of Tribute Extreme and you'll receive this mountain as a drop. Rose Lanner Fertility these birds are enough to give a pause to the brave warriors, and their keen talons cut through the flesh as the Chandrahas net itself. Anywhere that seeks to launch
a rose lane must have the destruction that defines colony Wrath.Guide to Getting: This mountain rarely falls from Thok ast Thok - Extreme.Boss - Ravana / Type - Trial/iLevel - 175/ Level 60/ 8 players. To unlock this experiment, you must do the sidequest 'Thok Around the Clock'. To get a search of speaking to Unukalhai at The Rising Stones (x5,y4). Round
Lanner These birds belong to the same dignity as the noble ones they serve. Ancient Ishgardian knights often indulge in falconry, and lanners are respected for their abilities, their lyncean eyes are ideal for victims of vision on the ground. Guide to Getting: This mountain is a rare drop from Minstrel Ballad: Thordan's Reign.Boss - King of Thordan/Type -
Trial/iLevel - 190/Level 60/8 player. To unlock this experiment, you must do a 'Thordan Rule' effort. To get a search of talking to Alys, Mor Dhona (x21, y8). Ruby Gwiber Drops from Cinder Drift (Extreme). Cinder Drift is an 80-man level trial released in a 5.2 patch. Emperador Sabotender Is Obtained from the Golden Saucer Exchange for 2,000,000
currencies (MGP). Safeguard System Win 100 games in the Frontline PvP event, then spoke to Jonathas in Old Gridania. Sanuwa Bought from Luna Vanu in the Cloud Sea (x7,y14). The mountain will cost 200,000 gil. You can only buy this mountain if you have achieved a Sworn Reputation 7 with Vanu Beast Tribe.To unlocking this search you need to vanu
the search for a giver on Nakki Island in the Cloud Sea (x6,y14). Players must complete the three Beaks search to the Wind (level 50). Start the search by talking to Sonu Vanu (x11,y14). You must also complete the The Main Story In Pursuit of the Past. SDS Fenrir Purchased at Mog Station. Serpent Warsteed To get this mountain, you need to complete the
'A Line in the Glade IV' Achievement.This mountain is obtained via PVP Frontline. Must win battle with the Order of the Twin Adder. Shadow Gwiber The Shadow Gwiber Trumpet is a rare drop from the Extreme Trial, Balad Minstrel: Hades's Elegy. Sleipnir Obtained through FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Station.Purchase this mountain by logging in to Mog
Station. Lanner Sophic's history tells us that interference in the balance of 'twixt good and evil will always result in suffering. Lanner gloriously serves to restore that balance by putting on the goddess Sophia the weight scale of balance - most commonly described as our lagenda epic. Drop odds from the chest in Containment Bay P1T6 - Extreme.Boss -
Sophia / Type - Trial / iLevel - 235 / Stage 60 / 8 players. Starlight Bear Unlike its wild cousins, the bear can rely on an exhilarating person instead of tearing it up. Raised from a posterity by Celebrant Baenfaeld, he has mastered the art of starburst-lobbing, a finesse that proves useful in hunting down thief treants. Obtained during the 2017 Starlight Welcome
Ceremony. Storm Warsteed To get this mountain, you need to complete 'A Line in the Storm IV' Achievement.This mountain is obtained through PVP Frontline. Must win 100 battles with Maelstrom. The Tracked Beam is Resurrected and trained by Kojin, this line ray has the same mellow as the original master. Its flat body functions like a fashion to the
aether-imbued wing of an aircraft, allowing it to catch water and wind as well as to glide through the sea and sky with ease. This mountain was purchased from Shikitahe in the Ruby Sea.You can only buy this mountain if you have achieved Sworn's reputation with Kojin. Sunspun Cumulus Syldra Syldra who always helped from FFV is now a mountain of
flying and diving for the use of nomads! This will be the flying/diving mountain for FINAL FANTASY XIV: Stormblood development pack release on June 20, 2017. – Players must meet certain conditions to be able to fly and dive. – Fly limited to FINAL FANTASY XIV: Heaven and FINAL FANTASY XIV: Stormblood Area. – Limited diving to FINAL FANTASY
XIV: Stormblood Area. This mountain is (Bonus 6) obtained by purchasing FINAL FANTASY XIV: Stormblood Collector Edition. Triceratops Obtained by completing the achievement: 'Nutsy Nuts'. That achievement requires killing 2,000 U.S. and 1,000 SS in Novrandt. True Griffin This mountain is from Madhura &amp; kos 18 Ananta Dreamstaff.Requires the
rank of Sworm or Bloodsworn with Anantas. Twintania Gunung is obtained by trading 15 Golden Chocobo Feathers for NPC Calamity Salvager.You can get Golden Chocobo Fur through the Recruit Friends campaign. Recruit 1 friend and you will receive 5 Gold Chocobo Feathers, so you can recruit 3 friends capable of this mountain. If your friend subscribes
for 150 days, you will receive 5 Golden Chocobo Feathers. Typhon Is Acquired through 750,000 MGP from the Gold Saucer Attendant located at Saucer. Tyrannosaur Obtained from Anemos Lockboxes, which was dropped from RICE in Eureka Anemos. This rare Unicorn Creature is rumoured to be staying far north beyond reaching Coerthas. This mountain
is for Conjurers classes alone, but once you do a search you can use this mountain in any class. Your character must be at least 30 levels and complete the class search (this level 30 search is from the guildmaster of the Conjurers Association). Once you have met the level of 30 requirements here speak to Braya to accept the 'Unicorn Power' effort. Once
you have completed the search and are handed back, you will be given a whistle to call your new Unicorn mountain. Warbear Is Acquired from completing the effort 'But Someone Gotta Do It'. Must complete 200 full-party duties (8 players) high level as Warriors. Warlion Gained from completing the effort 'But Someone Gotta Do It'. Must complete 200 full-
party duties (8 players) high level as Paladin. Warpanther When walking, this brass stomach will call a single black war panther, trained to serve his master, and his master alone. The mountain was acquired by completing the achievement 'But Someone Gotta Do It (Dark Knight)'. To perform this achievement complements 200 High-Level Full Party duties as
Dark Knight.Level 50 dungeon The Binding Coil of Bahamut (8 players) is part of this, and The Second Coil of Bahamut. The Mountain Tiger War is acquired by completing the achievement of 'Tank you Gunbreaker II'You must complete 200 dungeons or Extreme Trials (lvl 61+), or 50, 60, 70, and roulette flattening as Gunbreaker. Warring Lanner These birds
are coordinated in the aura shining majesty that believes the nature of saving their masters. According to the ancient legends of aboriginal trees from Meracydia, the insects were shackling the seeds of World Trees across the sea, planting versatile forests doing nature today. For the release of Patch 3.2 - Gear Change.Drop opportunities from the chest in
Containment Bay S1T7 - Extreme.Boss - Sephirot/Type - Trial/iLevel - 205 / Level 60/8 player. Whisper A-go-go This mountain is acquired during Yo-kai Watch: Gather One, Gather All! Seasonal events. Run from July 26 – October 3rd 2016.To, you need to get 13 Yo-kai Weapons during the event. You need to be at 15+ levels and have completed one of
the main scenario searches of 'The Gridanian Envoy', 'The Lominsan Envoy' or 'The Ul'dahn Envoy'. To begin the search for a talking event with Poor Youth heeled in Ul'dah – Steps Nald (X:9.2, Y:9.1). You have to get the Legendary Yo-kai Medal and must have a Yo-kai Minion that matches the selected weapon. Get Medals Legend by completing the
FATES of silver or gold ratings, different locations depend on the weapon. Check out Yo-kai Medallium for more information on places to find them all. For all your 13 Yo-kai Weapons necessary for the first 'any' 10 Weapons 15 Legends of the Yo-kai Medal per Weapon (dedicated to that minion). For the last 3 Weapons you need 30 Yo-kai Legend medals
per Weapon (dedicated to that minion). Talk to Wandering Executives in Gold Saucer (X:5.2, Y:6.9) to change your Yo-kai Legendary Medal for Yo-kai Weapons. Always check vendors if the currency amount changes. Once you get the achievement of talking to Jonathas and 'Share Stories'. He is available at Old Gridania, Apkallu Falls (10-6). Continue
talking to him until you receive your stuff/mountain. This Whisper-go Mountain acquired during Yo-kai Watch: Gather One, Gather All! Seasonal events. Running from July 26 – October 3rd 2016.To, you need to get 13 Yo-kai Minions during the event. You need to be at 15+ levels and have completed one of the main scenario searches of 'The Gridanian
Envoy', 'The Lominsan Envoy' or 'The Ul'dahn Envoy'. To begin the search for a talking event with Poor Youth heeled in Ul'dah – Steps Nald (X:9.2, Y:9.1). You need to get the Yo-kai Medal and must have Yo-kai Watch equipped. Get this from completing silver RICE or gold rating in The Black Shroud, La Noscea &amp; Thanalan.Speak with Wandering
Executives in Gold Saucer (X:5.2, Y:6.9) to change your Yo-kai Medal for Yo-kai Minions.Once you get a talking achievement with Jonathas and 'Share a Tale'. He is available at Old Gridania, Apkallu Falls (10-6). Continue talking to him until you receive your stuff/mountain. For all 13 Yo-kai Minions (to get a mountain) you need 73 Yo-kai Medals. Always
check vendors if the currency amount changes. White Devil Mountain is purchased via FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Station (requires an account to access). From Mog Station this mountain is to be used on one character. White Lanner Guide to Getting: This mountain rarely falls from Unlimited Blue - Extreme.Boss - Bismarck/Type - Trial/iLevel - 165/ Level
60/8 player. To unlock this experiment, you must do the 'The Diabolical Bismarck' sidequest. To get a search of speaking to Unukalhai at The Rising Stones (x5,y4). Witch Bwear Once a regular household cleaning tool, eliminated to menial tasks such as sweeping and ... sweeping, this bee's life changes when lured by pumpkin ogre. Now the sky is a dusk
floor. Guide to Getting: This mountain is obtained during the All Saints Seasonal Event (2015) Halloween.You need a 20+ level to start the search for this event. Speaking to investigators of the NPC Adventurous Society in North Shroud, Old Gridania (x10.y8). You will start with the efforts of Investigating Inimical, subsequently Joining the Circus, then
Sweeping Follow along to search for chains. Complete the search chain to get broom witch rewards. The mountain was also purchased through FINAL FANTASY XIV: Mog Mog Station account to access). From Mog Station this mountain is to be used on one character. Wyvern This mountain is released in patches of 3.1.You can buy this mountain from
Bertana in Idyllshire (x5,y5). It costs 6 Clan Mark Logs.You can get 6 Clan Mark Logs by buying from Ardolain in the Foundation (x13,y11). Clan Mark Logs costs 500 Centurio Seals each. Xanthos A drop from Garuda at Howling Eye - Extreme.This is a level 50 attempt and requires a party of 8 players. To unlock this experiment, you must be in the
'Galeforce Warning' effort, complete the 'Primal Nature' and beat the Titans in Navel - Hard. The Mountain Yol was acquired by completing the search for the main storyline 'In bardam The Brave Footsteps'. Zu To get this mountain, you need to exchange Damaging Iron Cruises. This was acquired in Sector 24 of exploration Missions to Bertana in
Idyllshire.You unlock Sector 24 by doing Sector 18. The mountain is obtained by trading the Iron Cruise Messenger to any Resident Guardian in any residential district. District.
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